there was an air of dependability about him.

I told him about the wedding reception, and gave him my general impressions of the people I had met, with special reference to the Klodnitskys. They were known to him already.

In the months that followed, I kept in touch with Dr. James, but I did not visit the Russian Club while I was in Sydney. I felt that James would, in the course of his social encounters with the Klodnitskys and others, give some account of his conversations with me, thus preparing the ground for any future intelligence activities that might develop in Sydney. I did not consciously contemplate any, but felt that just in case, I might as well exploit any opportunity that came my way. Therefore, whenever I talked to James, I endeavoured to present myself as one who was interested in cultural and scientific developments in Russia. Politics? Not even mildly interested, except for being strongly anti-fascist.

(from The Petrov Story by Michael Bialoguski, William Heinemann, 1955, pp 38-44)

[There has been a strong response to this article by Michael Bialoguski. Hugo Zweep was first to reassure me that the house of Dr. James was actually “Massandra”, the old Mine Owner’s Residence in Fords Road, Thirroul. The reason I was unable to recognise it from Bialoguski’s description is, as Mr. Zweep explained, the conservatory was missing and the garden much reduced from its original - almost ‘botanic’ - proportions.

My own research into this marvellous Federation period house had established it was owned by Bernie Kirton the son of J.S. Kirton (mine owner and Bulli Shire President). It was originally called “Ballinderry” and I suspect built later than the date 1900 suggested by the recent Wollongong Heritage Study. It originally consisted of 2 separate main buildings with 4 acres of gardens and is remarkable for the decidedly ‘English’ influence in its design - highly unusual in Thirroul and one of the earliest examples of twentieth century ‘English Revival’ style I’ve encountered in Australia.

Nina Marzi, the daughter of Dr. James, has also been in contact with the IHS and reports that the house at 7 Ford’s Road, Thirroul was named “Massandra” after one of the Tsar’s holiday homes.]

THE RESCUED RETORT

On the side of the Cordeaux Road at Mount Kembla, a short distance below the gateway to the Nebo Colliery, stands a retort [ed: a sturdy, cylindrical chamber made of iron or steel and used to burn material such as oil shale under pressure and in a rarefied atmosphere]. This retort was placed there in 1988 by Mr. Fred Kirkwood, the well-known Mt. Kembla historian. It is the last of twenty which were used to distil the oil at the kerosene shale mine during 1865-78.

We have no old-timers now whose reminiscences go back to this historic mine, and to my knowledge there are no photographs we can refer to [ed: two or three engravings of the site were published in Sydney newspapers during its lifetime].

The late Mr. Alex Fleming, in his publication The Pioneer Kerosene Works at American Creek, Mt. Kembla, NSW (IHS 1966) made a brief reference to the companies operating this kerosene mine, and on page 6 stated the ” . . . the
Illustrated Sydney News of January 18th 1873 has a dramatic description of the refining process.” Part of this description was as follows:

“... The furnaces are four in number, kept continually ablaze, and each heating a nest of five retorts, built into the wall in pyramidal form. The workmen are divided into two gangs, one for day and one for night, the hours being from six to six; and it is the business of each gang to see that the whole twenty retorts are filled and drawn twice during their twelve hours... The sight of drawing the retorts is one not easily forgotten, the fierce roar of the flames making us shudder as they dart their fiery tongues at the men raking out the refuse with tools resembling iron garden-hoes six times magnified. The blazing matter falls into an iron wagon running on a tramway, directly under the openings of the retorts; and so intense is the heat that it is one man’s business to dash buckets of water on the burning mass.”

I have been told that after the closure of the mine [in 1878] and the disposal of the sheds and machinery the twenty retorts were placed outside the miners cottages at Kembla Heights and used as water tanks. When the town water supply was connected to the homes the retorts were discarded and rolled down their backyards or into the bush, where they lay for many years.

When the Steelworks became the owners of the Kembla mining property the retorts were gathered up, taken to the Steelworks, and I am told melted down. Only one escaped this fate, and for many years lay hidden in the bush behind one of the miner’s cottages. Fred Kirkwood knew of its hiding place, and during our Bicentennial year of 1988 he approached the management of the Steelworks and gained permission to retrieve the retort, aided by a donation from the Coal Board.

With the help of my son with his truck and crane it was lifted for its last journey and placed on a cement slab laid down by Fred and his sons. It now stands beside Cordeaux Road a short distance from where it started work, and appears to be in good condition considering its fiery beginning. If it could only speak, what stories it would tell! It is no oil painting, but it now stands as a permanent monument to the memory of those men who worked in that early kerosene shale mine - the first in Australia.

Ivy Murray
July 1991

OLD HELENSBURGH

Part transcript of an oral history interview of MRS. URSULA BOYD (nee Monro) born in Helensburgh in 1912, conducted and transcribed by PAM THOMAS in March 1989.

FAMILY CAME TO HELENSBURGH: As near as I can gather, 1890 or so. How did you hear about that? Well, I’d have to go down to the mine. They have the records down there and they told me I can come and have a look at them to find out when my grandfather started work in the mine.

So he was working in the mine too? Apparently. Then his eldest son later on became... my father became a Deputy in the mine and my Grandfather’s eldest son became an Undermanager... Dave Monro. So we’ve been associated with it right through.

Why did they come to Helensburgh? I don’t know. They came from Scotland